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Dear Sir/ Madam
 
We bought into Wallacia because it was a rural
 community still providing a small village atmosphere
 which now is being slowly eradicated, the golf course
 is a way of  life for many of the people in Wallacia
 and surrounds.
 
Wallacia is considered a flood area due to Jerry
 Creeks , nothing to do with the Dam, It is for this one
 reason I would ask you to reconsider your approval
 for a cemetry  on the site of Wallacia golf course  . I
 am sure there are other sites more appropiate
 
Having played at Wallacia myself I can vouch that the
  course has a water problem many places are wet
 most of the year due to shallow bedrock not
 motivated from flooding by the dam but by Jerrys
 creek  which flows around the course and eventually
 into the Nepean
River burying bodies in this situation would eventually
 lead to degradation of the burial sites and leaching
 into a water way enjoyed by many people for
 recreation use and also for irrigation, and at
 sometimes back up into Jerrys creek which flows
 around many areas of Wallacia  leading to flooding in
 many places
 
A crematorium would lead to pollution in an area
 bordered by Two schools in close proximity ,
 consider the schools in another way with the traffic
 coming for the funerals
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Congestion on the road is already building  - the
 building of Badgerys  Creek airport  on one side and
 new estates  , on the other side we have new estates
 going up at Silverdale
 
 
 
There would also be loss of flora and fluana  as trees
 will be removed , further destabilizing  the  area . It
 would certainly be removing the rural atmosphere of
 the area as it is really at the entrance of the
Village
 
 
Yours Sincerely
 
Elizabeth Barnes
Wallacia resident
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




